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by Eulàlia Bergadà

Very Very Slightly. VVS is the nomenclature that refers to the degree of perfection that diamonds present in terms of clarity. Thanks to the low
number of impurities existing within their molecular composition, VVS are determined as the most valuable on the market because, as their name
indicates, these 'imperfections' can only be perceived very very subtly, to such an extent that it is impossible to see them at rst sight. human eye.
Despite its high degree of 'perfection', as in the rest of diamonds, the molecular network of the VVS has been collided and penetrated by other
external materials and it is thanks to these small irregularities in the deepest part of its composition , that each one of them refracts and re ects light
in a di erent way, which makes them special, original and unique.
The poetics of Very Very Slightly rely on the dichotomy between form and content to talk about dance. On the one hand, the sense of perfection in
the contour of the external form, apparently devoid of irregularities and, on the other hand, the expressive and dynamic power that is capable of
generating the slightest irregularity in its interior. The forms of dance, like the forms of diamonds, are often valued as the maximum representatives
of the aesthetic perfection to which the human body can reach, but the emotional and expressive content that each form represents is possible and
is born within the clash between the attempt to create the perfect form and the physical limitation of the body.
That is why the choreography of VVS is based on the attempt to compose the movement and the images that arise from the transformation that the
body undergoes when it has to accept and must adapt to its own limitations or 'imperfections' to mold them and, at the same time, allow them to
become channels of expression - as happens with each ray of light that passes through the interior of a diamond crack, they turn out to illuminate
the environment in a unique way.
As a poetic-philosophical essay, the work is presented in the form of a triptych where three chapters / scenes are distinguished, preceded by a
prelude. Through these stages, the creative potential implied by the clash in front of the emotional and physical cracks that reside in each
individuality is put into value. These cracks provide us with a source of creative richness to break through the ideal of forms to become new physical
and expressive patterns that help us transform and adapt to each present moment, allowing us to create new relationships and networks between
bodies and individuals.
From sarcasm, humor and exacerbation, the bodies of the dancers, the music and the stage penetrate the contingent forms that describe them and
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become channels of emotion and delight for the public, inviting them to share the game of decomposing dance and the body.

SYNOPSIS
The market values the quality of a diamond based on its clarity. The more impurities (or inclusions) a diamond has, the more it devalues its price. But
it is precisely these small internal cracks that allow each diamond to refract light in a unique and genuine way. Very Very Slightly is at the same time
a re ection on the value of knowing how to penetrate each one’s impurities to make them shine. Dance, music and light will be in charge of inviting
the public to gloat over the expressive value of dissolving ourselves in our internal limitations and just like that vibrate with and towards our
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surroundings and environment, beyond any form or ideal.

and conceptual relationship of the piece, while at the same time,

DRAMATURGY

through the lyrics sung in English and Mallorcan, it seeks to empathize
Inspired by the anatomical structure of the diamond, the spatial

with the public.

organization of the choreography is made up of the geometric shape
of the hexagon and its subdivision into several equilateral triangles.
This

STAGING

gure forms the tapestry that creates the compositional

relationships at the same time that shapes the scenographic poetics

The lighting of the piece is composed from lighting and video

of the piece creating a kaleidoscopic and harmonic cellular network in

projections, that latest taking a great role. One of the main functions of

the choreography. Through it, bodies relate to each other moving

video and lighting is to create the idea of an ephemeral scenery and

through space through a game of distances based on mathematical

the possibility of transforming the scenic landscape in relation to the

logics that allow - thanks to changes in orientation, direction and

idea of refraction intrinsic in the work.

plane - dynamics, speed, rhythm, texture and quality of movement to
vary causing body shapes to mutate.

The choreographic device of the hexagon and the diamond is the
main base from which the chromatic and gurative landscapes are

MUSIC

built. In a subtle way, the geometry of the large diamond that makes
up the scene will serve as a fabric to create a universe of psychedelia

The musical composition of Very Very Slightly is speci cally created
for the occasion and is performed live by its composer. Electronic
music and voice are the elements from which the soundtrack of the
piece is created, which evolves from waltz and classical music to pop,
and folk, until reaching progressive rock.
The musical structure is adapted to the metrics of movement and
space, to the gures of the hexagon and of the triangle. The musical
mathematics of the soundtrack incorporate the ternary measure in
electronic music; generating a break with the compositional form of
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the genre. This fact enhances the sensitive journey around the poetic

to support the visual fantasy of the choreography.
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